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1. Introduction
This paper presents the results of a one year monitoring phase for a new and holistic approach for the energetic
renovation of commercial and industrial buildings. The approach is based on the application of a curtain wall
concept, which includes heat insulation, heat production and architectural modernization. Therefore, the so
called SonnEn+ façade was developed by three industry partners from the region North Hesse in Germany and
in 2009/10 a pilot plant was built up. Several aims were taken into account:
•

Architectural integration of the solar panels (attractive design)

•

Full usage of building in renovation phase

•

Easy revision, so that all components can be maintained from outside the building

•

Holistic approach from the solar collector to the tank

•

Economic amortization should be the same as for conventional standard solar systems

The pilot plant is fully monitored, especially the collector loop containing the triple-glazed façade collector
field with an aperture area of 32 m2. Measured data is sent automatically via email to a server, where it is
written into a database. The collected data can then be analyzed by connecting to the database. The data transfer
and analysis tool was implemented at Kassel University in cooperation with FSAVE Solartechnik GmbH.
Beside functions (algorithms) which can be run automated there is a possibility to visualize the data in a web
browser to examine the operation of the system. In this paper the visualization feature is presented more
detailed. The results of a data analysis show the operating behavior of the system, e. g. stratification in the store,
maximal temperatures in the different collector strings of the façade. In the beginning, there is a short
description of the project installation and the monitoring concept.
2. Project Description
The façade of a building is the flagship of a building. Standard components of existing solar thermal systems
for DHW production can only be plugged onto the wall and thus do not meet any aesthetic feelings. However,
the new so called SonnEn+ façade combines innovative components, architecturally pleasing design and the
use of renewable energies. The SonnEn+ façade was developed by a consortium consisting of Stahlbau
Lamparter, Energy Glas and FSAVE Solartechnik. Not only the architectural and system design follows a new
approach but also the main components are further developed from the state-of-art. The heating system consists
of a full glass collector field with an aperture area of 32 m2 being part of the façade and a 5 m³ central heating
buffer storage. The collector is a full glass collector without a frame developed by Energy Glas GmbH. The
absorber itself consists of an aluminium roll-bond applied with an anti-reflective coating. The collector was
tested according to (EN 12975, 2006). The test results prove that the façade collector can compete with
conventional flat plate collectors (Heinzen, 2010). The buffer storage is a non-pressurized cubical and well
insulated plastic tank developed and produced by FSAVE Solartechnik GmbH. As it is assembled on-site from
several smaller parts it can be integrated in nearly every building. The container is insulated with a 120 mm
thick polyurethane hard foam insulation. Figure 1 shows the installed energy façade as well as the implemented
heat buffer storage. Domestic hot water preparation is carried out directly with an internal corrugated stainless
steel coil. The solar thermal collector loop is connected to the system via an external plate heat exchanger and a
stratification pipe inside the storage. The room heating loop is integrated via a return flow bypass (see also
Figure 2 for the hydraulic scheme of the pilot plant).

Fig. 1: Installed energy façade at the company site of Heinrich LAMPARTER Stahlbau GmbH & Co. KG (left) and installed
heat buffer storage FLEXSAVE (right).

3. Monitoring Concept
The pilot plant is fully monitored in order to detect possible problems or malfunctions and thereby, to improve
its performance or rather to refine the SonnEn+ façade. Flow rates and flow and return temperatures are
monitored for the domestic hot water loop, the auxiliary heating loop and the room heating loop as well as for
the primary and secondary solar loop. So, it is possible to calculate the different energy yields. In order to
examine whether stratification in the store works as assumed, there are several temperature sensors installed at
different heights in the store. Moreover, the ambient temperature as well as the irradiation in collector plane is
measured. Figure 2 shows the hydraulic scheme of the pilot plant including positions of installed measuring
equipment.

Fig. 2: Hydraulic scheme of the pilot plant, including installed measuring equipment. The several loops are equipped with sensors
for measuring flow and return temperature as well as the flow rate. So, the different energy yields can be calculated. Moreover,
irradiation in collector plane and ambient temperature are monitored.

Because of the special interest in the installed collector façade, there is a more detailed monitoring of the solar
loop. Additionally to the sensors described above, there are temperature sensors installed for flow and return
temperature for each of the three collector strings. Furthermore, flow and return temperature of a single

collector as well as the temperature behind the façade are monitored. Figure 3 shows the monitoring concept of
the solar loop.

Fig. 3: Measuring concept of the solar loop. Beside the temperature sensors on primary and secondary side of the heat exchanger,
there are also sensors installed in order to measure the flow and return temperatures of each collector string. Moreover, a single
collector of the lower string is monitored as well as the temperature behind the facade.

4. Data processing and visualization feature
Data processing is realized with a database sever system developed at Kassel University, where measured data
is transferred via email using a mobile communication network. The data files attached to the emails are parsed
to a defined data structure before they are written into the database. Once stored in the database, data is in
principle available from everywhere assumed a user has got access privileges. A more detailed description of
the server concept can be found in (Kuethe, 2011). For manually monitoring, there is a visualization interface
implemented, which can be used within common web browsers. Hence, no additional software needs to be
installed in order to carry out a graphical data analysis of the monitored system. In the input form the user can
choose sensors to be displayed for two y-axes and a custom date interval. Furthermore, in order to increase the
performance, the data interval can be defined to show only every nth value. Figure 4 shows a screenshot of the
input form.
Newly generated graphs always open up in new tabs. Hence, several graphs can be displayed at the same time
and it can be switched easily between one or more graphs for comparing or overlaying results. Moreover, there
is the possibility to toggle sensors in order to hide and show curves. For detailed views, zoom functionality is
also integrated and it can be switched to the previous or next date interval. Figure 5 shows a plot, where several
curves are hidden.

Fig. 4:
4 Input form off the web interface of the visualizzation feature fo
or a manual dataa analysis of mon
nitored systems (Screenshot).
The user can marrk sensors to be displayed
d
on priimary and secon
ndary y-axis. In the
t background the software esttablishes a
coonnection to the database, wheree measured dataa is stored.

Fig.. 5: Output of th
he web interface (Screenshot). Cu
urves can be hid
dden or displayed
d by toggling sen
nsors in the righ
ht checkbox.
Graphs off the previous orr next date intervval can be generrated by using th
he arrow buttonss below the grap
ph.

5. Data Analysis
A
In this section som
me results of a carried out data analysis are presentedd. Thereby, thhe following aspects
a
were
examiined:
•

Stratificatiion in the storre

•

Typical opperating behavvior of the sysstem (charging
g and dischargging of the stoore)

•

Temperatuures in the diffferent strings of the collecto
or façade, in a single collecctor and in thee solar loop

•

Solar enerrgy yield for a sunny periodd with high irradiation in coollector plane

Figuree 6 shows tem
mperatures in different heigghts of the sto
ore and the chharging and diischarging of the store for
one week
w
in Marcch (Fig. 6a+bb) as well as for one week
k in June (Fiig. 6c+d). As one can seee the desired
stratiffication workss very well. Inn the upper part is a tempeerature betweeen 60 and 55 °C while the layer below
holds a temperaturee between 50 and 45°C andd so on. Thereeby, the upperr part is heatedd by the instaalled back-up
c
façad
de (cf. also hyydraulic schem
me in Figure 2).
2
heaterr, while the loower part is chharged by the collector

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 6: Temperaturees in the store an
nd charging and discharging of the
t store for onee week in March (a+b) and one week
w
in June
(c+d). It shows that sttratification in th
he store works as
a required. The mixing in the beginning come aabout because th
here is no heat
demand on Sundayss and therefore, the
t back-up heatter does not heat up the upper part
p
of the store. Furthermore, itt can be seen
that th
he lower part is charged by the solar loop. Becaause of the high demand,
d
the heaater must be swittched on, even when
w
there is a
higgh input by solarr (cf. a+b).

Regarrding the dom
mestic hot watter demand, there
t
is usuallly a daily draaw from 6am to 8pm at wo
orking days,
while on Saturdayss demand endds at about 2pm. On Sundaays there is typpically no draaw at all (Fig.. 6b+d). The
demannd at workingg days is abouut 1000 l/d annd can be satissfied by an innternal corruggated pipe heaat exchanger.
Becauuse of the highh demand on working
w
days, the auxiliary
y heater needs to be switcheed on even wh
hen there is a
good solar energy yield
y
(cf. Figuure 6a+b).
mperature on the secondaryy side of the solar loop ass well as the
Figuree 7 shows forr the same peeriods the tem
ambieent temperaturre. It can be seen
s
that on a sunny day without
w
cloudds in March coompared to Ju
une a higher
tempeerature in the solar loop is reached.
r
This is caused by a higher irraddiation in colllector plane in
n March. So,

in Maarch an irradiaation up to 9000W/m2 was measured,
m
whiile for the presented periodd in June the highest
h
value
was about
a
650W/m
m2. The good performance of the solar lo
oop in springg corresponds to a high heaat demand in
this period.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7: Temperaatures on the secondary side of th
he solar loop and
d ambient tempeerature. As can be seen there are higher
tem
mperatures reach
hed in the solar loop for sunny days
d
in March th
han in June. Thiis behavior is du
ue to a higher irrradiation in
collecttor plane in Marrch. For the show
wn week in Marrch an irradiatio
on up to 900 W/m
m2 was measured
d, while for the period
p
in June
only ab
bout 650 W/m2 were
w
monitored.

In thee next plots the
t temperature in a singlee collector as well as the temperatures in the differeent collector
stringgs was examinned. Figure 8aa shows that temperatures
t
only
o
up to 755°C are reacheed on sunny days
d
with an
irradiaation of aboutt 900W/m2 in collector planne. This can be explained due
d to the highh demand com
mpared to the
small installed colllector area. Fuurthermore, partial
p
shading
g of the upperr part of the ccollector façad
de causes or
aggravvates hydraulic effects like non-uniform flow in the diifferent collecctor strings. As can be seen in Figure 8b
the teemperature in the upper striing of the colllector field iss noticeable loower than in tthe lower onee. This effect
lowerrs the temperature in the sollar loop and haas to be exam
mined more dettailed.

(a)

(b)

Fig.. 8: (a) Flow and
d return temperaature in a single collector. On sunny days with an irradiance of aabout 900 W/m2 in collector
p
plane
temperaturres only up to 755°C are reached due to a high deemand compared
d to the small in
nstalled collector area. (b)
Tem
mperatures in thee different stringgs (str) of the colllector field and on the primary side of the solarr loop. Due to sha
ading on the
uppeer string causingg or aggravatingg hydraulic effectts like non-unifo
orm flow in the different
d
strings temperatures arre noticeable
lower than
n in the lower strring. This lowerss the temperaturre in the solar looop.

Figuree 9 shows floow and return temperature as well as tem
mperature in the
t lower parrt of the store where solar
charging takes placce. A sunny period
p
of two weeks with a high irradiannce in collectoor plane (betw
ween 700 and
W 2) was chhosen. For thiss period the solar
s
energy yield
y
is calculated with 3644 kWh. This value
v
can be
900 W/m
signifficantly improoved in a new installation avvoiding shadiing effects (cff. also Heinzenn, 2011) and non-uniform
n
flow in
i the differennt collector strrings as descriibed above.

Fig. 9:
9 Charging of the lower part off the store by thee solar loop. For the shown sunn
ny two week periiod with a high irradiation in
coollector plane a solar
s
energy yielld of 364 kWh iss reached.

6. Summary and Outlook
k
The data
d analysis of
o the pilot plant of a solarr thermal enerrgy façade inccluding heat innsulation, heaat production
and architectural
a
m
modernization
n presented inn this paper sh
howed that thhe operating bbehavior of the
t complete
system
m is as requirred. Stratificattion in the stoore is very go
ood. Because of
o a high hot water deman
nd, the lower
part of
o the store cann usually alwaays be chargedd by the solar loop when there is enough irradiation av
vailable. Due
to thee high demandd compared too the small innstalled collecctor area tempperatures of onnly 75°C are reached in a
singlee collector on a sunny day with
w high irraddiation in collector plane. A higher irradiiation in collector plane in
Marchh (about 900 W/m
W 2) than inn the summer month
m
(only about
a
650 W/m
m2 were measuured on sunny
y days) leads
to a much
m
better soolar energy yield
y
for the period
p
in sprin
ng time, wherre there is higgh room heatiing demand.
Neverrtheless differrent flow tempperatures in thhe strings of th
he collector façade
fa
could bbe identified. This
T leads to
lossess in the solar loop, which are
a caused orr aggravated by
b a partial shhading of the façade of thee pilot plant,
whichh can be avoidded in furtherr installations. Moreover, laarger collectorr areas shouldd be installed respectively
to the demand.
y and the systeem is excellenntly usable fo
or renovation
Beyonnd that, the piilot plant wass implementedd successfully
purpooses; the produuct SonnEn+ façade
f
can be delivered by the consortium
m leader STA
AHLBAU LAM
MPARTER.
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